We study isometric G-spaces and the question of when their maximal equivariant compactification is the Gromov compactification (meaning that it coincides with the compactification generated by the distance functions to points). Answering questions of Pestov, we show that this is the case for the Urysohn sphere and related spaces, but not for the unit sphere of the Gurarij space.
Introduction
Background. Before explaining the aim of the paper let us recall that a G-space of a topological group G is a topological space X together with a continuous left action G X. We will assume that the phase space X is always Tychonoff, i.e., that X can be topologically embedded into a compact Hausdorff space. An equivariant compactification of a G-space X is given by a compact Hausdorff G-space K and a continuous G-equivariant map ν : X → K with a dense image. The map ν need not be a topological embedding (or even injective); if it is a topological embedding, the compactification is said proper.
For locally compact groups all G-spaces admit proper compactifications, as was established by de Vries [38] . However, this fails in general, as first shown by the second author [22] (resolving a question of de Vries [37] ), who built a Polish fan X together with a Polish group G ≤ Homeo(X) such that the system G X has no injective G-compactifications. Recently, and answering an old question of Smirnov, Pestov [29] exhibited an extreme counterexample by constructing a countable metrizable group G and a countable metrizable non-trivial G-space X for which every equivariant compactification is trivial, i.e., a singleton. The example is obtained by a clever iteration of the construction of [22] . Pestov's paper ends with a discussion of several open questions. In this paper we address some of these and related questions (see Questions 1.3 and 1.4 below), concerning important examples of isometric G-spaces with greatest G-compactifications which are small and admit tractable descriptions.
We recall as well that if X is a G-space, a continuous bounded function f : X → R is right uniformly continuous (RUC) if for every ε > 0 there exists a neighborhood V of the identity e ∈ G such that sup x∈X |f (vx) − f (x)| < ε for every v ∈ V . The set RUC G (X) of all right uniformly continuous functions on X is a closed Ginvariant subalgebra of CB(X)-the algebra of real-valued, continuous, bounded functions on X, with the supremum norm. There is a natural bijective correspondence between the equivariant compactifications of X (up to equivalence) and the closed Ginvariant subalgebras of RUC G (X) that are unital (containing the constants). Below by (sub)algebra we mean a unital subalgebra of CB(X).
In particular, the algebra RUC G (X) corresponds to the greatest (or maximal ) equivariant compactification of X, which we denote by β G : X → β G X, and which is characterized by the property that any other equivariant compactification of X factors through β G . Pestov's construction in [29] gives thus a G-space X for which β G X is a singleton, or, equivalently, for which RUC G (X) is as small as possible, namely the algebra of constant functions on X.
As indicated before, we will study G-spaces in which the phase space X is a metric space and the action G X is by isometries. In this case, there is always a natural family of non-trivial RUC functions. Indeed, if we assume moreover that the metric d on X is bounded, every element z ∈ X induces a bounded, continuous function
that is right uniformly continuous. Let Gro(X) denote the closed algebra generated by the functions of this form (plus the constants). Then, as is easy to check, Gro(X) is a G-invariant subalgebra of RUC G (X). Following [1, 23, 24, 29] , we call the equivariant compactification associated to the subalgebra Gro(X) the Gromov compactification of the isometric G-space X, and we denote it by γ : X → γX. In the case where the metric on X is not bounded, we propose a definition for the Gromov compactification in Section 2. It is clear that γX is non-trivial as long as X is non-trivial; in fact, γ is always proper. Hence, isometric G-spaces cannot provide examples with the property of Pestov's, but one may ask for examples of isometric systems with no compactifications above γ. Example 1.1.
As mentioned in [29] , an elegant geometric example where we can understand the compactifications γ and β G is provided by the unit sphere of the separable infinitedimensional (complex or real) Hilbert space,
under the action of the whole unitary (or orthogonal) group G = U(ℓ 2 ) with the strong operator topology. Indeed, Stojanov [32, 13] proved that the greatest equivariant compactification of S ℓ 2 can be identified with the unit ball of ℓ 2 with the weak topology. From this, one can deduce moreover that γ = β G up to equivalence (see Proposition 2.7 below). Remarks 1.2.
(1) As the case of β G (S ℓ 2 ) shows, the maximal G-compactification of a Polish noncompact space might be metrizable for dynamically massive actions. Recall, in contrast, that theČech-Stone compactification βX of any Polish non-compact space X cannot be metrizable. (2) Let β G G be the greatest G-compactification of the standard left action of a topological group G on itself (the so-called greatest ambit of G). Then β G G is metrizable if and only if G is precompact and second countable. On the other hand, there are interesting cases with metrizable β G X for Polish coset G-spaces X = G/H (e.g., the unit sphere S ℓ 2 from Example 1.1 and the Urysohn sphere U 1 from Theorem 3.6 and Example 4.8.4).
Problems and results. The beautiful result of Stoyanov from Example 1.1 motivates the following general questions and problems:
(a) (Smirnov [31] ) Can "simple geometric objects" be maximal equivariant compactifications? (b) Study the greatest G-compactification β G : X → β G X of (natural) Polish Gspaces. In particular: when is β G X metrizable ? (c) Study the Gromov compactification γ : X → γX for natural isometric actions of Polish groups. In particular: when do we have γ = β G (up to equivalence)?
More concretely, the question is raised by Pestov in [29] as of whether the equation γ = β G holds in the following examples of G-spaces X (which resemble the unit sphere of the Hilbert space in many aspects) :
(1) The Urysohn sphere X = U 1 , under the action of the whole isometry group G = Iso(U 1 ). (2) The unit sphere X = S G of the Gurarij space G, under the action of the linear isometry group G = Aut(G). (3) The unit spheres of other distinguished Banach spaces under the action of the corresponding linear isometry groups. For the spaces L p [0, 1], 1 < p < ∞, p = 2, is it true that the natural compactification S p → B w p of the unit sphere into the unit ball with the weak topology is the maximal equivariant (or the Gromov) compactification of S p ?
All the groups in question are endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence (i.e., for groups of linear isometries, the strong operator topology).
One of our main results is a positive answer in the case of the Urysohn sphere (see Theorem 3.6 and its alternative proof in Example 4.8.4) . That is, the greatest equivariant compactification of U 1 is the Gromov compactification. After some preliminaries on the Gromov compactification in Section 2, we give a direct proof of this result in Section 3. Actually, the proof uses a couple of key properties of U 1 and applies also to the unbounded Urysohn space U, as well as to non-separable or non-complete Urysohn-like spaces.
In Section 4, after discussing a unified, model-theoretic approach to the examples mentioned above, we show that the answer is negative for the unit sphere of the Gurarij space (see Theorem 4.11) . In other words, denoting G = Aut(G), the algebra RUC G (S G ) is strictly larger than the closed algebra generated by the functions f z (x) = x − z for z ∈ S G . Nevertheless, we show that if S V is the unit sphere of a separably categorical, approximately ultrahomogeneous Banach space V and G = Aut(V ) is the corresponding linear isometry group, then RUC G (S V ) is generated by the functions Theorem 4.9) . That is, one needs to consider the distance functions to elements outside the unit sphere, but this is enough.
This result applies to the Gurarij space, but also to the Banach spaces L p [0, 1] for 1 ≤ p < ∞, p / ∈ 2N. Moreover, our methods allow us to give a negative answer to Pestov's question concerning the natural compactification S p → B w p of the sphere of L p [0, 1] into the unit ball with the weak topology. More precisely, we show that for 1 < p < ∞, p = 2, the Gromov compactification is not a factor of the weak unit ball. On the other hand, we do not know whether the maximal equivariant and the Gromov compactifications coincide.
Let us say some words about the model-theoretic approach of Section 4. The Urysohn sphere, the Gurarij space and the Banach spaces L p [0, 1], 1 ≤ p < ∞-when seen as structures in the appropriate languages, in the sense of continuous logicare examples of separably categorical structures. This means that they are the only separable models of their respective first-order theories, and implies a number of strong properties. In [7] , Ben Yaacov and Tsankov showed how to translate many properties of separably categorical structures into facts about the dynamics of their automorphism groups.
One consequence of the ideas of [7] , as stated and exploited in [17] , is that if M is a separably categorical structure and G is its automorphism group, then a function f ∈ RUC G (M) can be seen as a definable predicate of the structure M, provided that f is uniformly continuous with respect to the metric of M. One simple but crucial observation of the present paper, which had gone unnoticed before, is that the hypothesis of uniform continuity can be dropped. In other words, for separably categorical structures we have the equality:
Thus the maximal equivariant compactification β G M is precisely S 1 (M), the space of 1-types over M. (For the definitions of Def(M) and S 1 (M) see Section 4.) In particular, β G M is metrizable.
If, moreover, M enjoys quantifier elimination in a natural language, this permits to understand the compactification β G M fairly well, and helps to determine whether it coincides with the Gromov compactification. In fact, the condition Gro(M) = Def(M) can be seen as a metric form of the classical model-theoretic notion of minimality: every one-dimensional definable predicate is a continuous combination of distance functions to points. With this approach we can easily (re-)prove that β G = γ for the unit sphere of the Hilbert space (recovering Stojanov's result) and for the Urysohn sphere, as well as for other spaces such as the Rado graph with the graph metric (see Examples 4.8) . The result about separably categorical Banach spaces mentioned above is also an immediate consequence of this method.
Finally, in Section 5, we study uniformly micro-transitive G-spaces, a notion that is related to the topics of the preceding sections. We record some basic remarks and prove that every separably categorical, transitive structure is uniformly microtransitive. This yields a uniform version of Effros' theorem for isometric actions of Roelcke precompact Polish groups (see Theorem 5.9).
Note, in particular, that γ is always a topological embedding. If (X, d) is separable and bounded then γX is a metrizable compactum.
We will denote by A w,d the algebra of real-valued continuous functions on X that factor continuously through the Gromov compactification of X. Thus, A w,d is precisely the algebra of U w,d -uniformly continuous, bounded, real functions on X.
Now suppose that G is a topological group acting continuously and by isometries on X, i.e., X is an isometric G-space. We will argue that in that case γX carries the structure of a G-space as well, so that the map γ becomes an equivariant compactification of the system G X. For this it suffices to check that the algebra A w,d is G-invariant and contained in RUC G (X). Equivalently, we can prove that U w,d is an equiuniformity on the Gspace X. We recall that if X is an arbitrary G-space, an equiuniformity U on X is a compatible uniformity such that:
(1) (U is saturated ) for every g ∈ G, the translation g : X → X is U-uniform;
(2) (U is motion equicontinuous, [11] ) for every entourage ε ∈ U there exists a neighborhood U ∈ N e of the identity such that (gx, x) ∈ ε for every (g, x) ∈ U × X.
Proposition 2.2 (Brook [11] ). Let X be a G-space and U be an equiuniformity on X.
Then the action G X extends to a continuous action on the Samuel compactification of (X, U).
Proof. Let A ⊆ CB(X) be the subalgebra of U-uniformly continuous functions on X. Saturation shows that A is G-invariant, and motion equicontinuity implies that every f ∈ A is RUC.
As said in the introduction, for a bounded metric space (X, d) we will denote by Gro(X) the closed (unital) subalgebra of CB(X) generated by the set X d of elementary Katětov functions.
We recall that an arbitrary function ξ :
We will denote by K(X) the set of Katětov functions on X that are bounded by the diameter of X. Thus, if X is bounded, K(X) is a compact space with the topology of pointwise convergence. Proof. (1) The equation d z (gx, gy) = d g −1 z (x, y) shows that each g : X → X is uniformly continuous with respect to the system of pseudometrics {d z : z ∈ X}. That is, U w,d is saturated. On the other hand, given z ∈ X and ǫ > 0, we can find a neighborhood U ∈ N e such that d(g −1 z, z) < ǫ for every g ∈ U. From this and the inequality
we see that U w,d is motion equicontinuous. Thus U w,d is an equiuniformity and Proposition 2.2 implies that γ : X → γX is a proper equivariant compactification of G X.
(2.a) If d is bounded then every elementary Katětov function f z is bounded. The algebra Gro(X, d) and the larger algebra A w,d induce the same compatible precompact uniformity on X (namely, the precompact uniformity U w,d on X induced by the set of real functions X d := {f z : X → R : z ∈ X}). This implies that Gro(X, d) = A w,d .
(2.b) Under the identification X ≃ X d , z → f z , the d-weak uniformity on X is precisely the trace of the compact uniformity of K(X) on X d . Indeed, each subbasic entourage {(x, y) ∈ X 2 : d z (x, y) < ε} is the restriction of the subbasic entourage {(ξ, ζ) ∈ K(X) 2 : |ξ(z) − ζ(z)| < ε}. Hence we may identify the closure X d ⊆ K(X) with the completion of (X, U w,d ), and thus with the Gromov compactification of X.
We observe that, as a corollary, we can derive a result of Ludescher and de Vries [21] , which asserts that if a G-space X admits a G-invariant metric then X admits a proper equivariant compactification.
Let U w,d be the d-weak uniformity of (X, d), where d is unbounded. Then U w,d is not totally bounded. Hence, the corresponding Samuel compactification is not metrizable. Indeed, if a uniform space U is not totally bounded, it contains a uniformly discrete infinite subset. It is then easy to see that the Samuel compactification of U contains a subspace homeomorphic to βN.
Recall that the Roelcke uniformity of a topological group G is the intersection U L ∩ U R of the natural left and right uniformities of G (for first-countable groups, the left and right uniformities are induced, respectively, by any left-or right-invariant compatible metrics on G). The Roelcke compactification of G is the Samuel compactification of the Roelcke uniformity [35] . Proposition 2.5. Let (X, d) be a metric space and G X a continuous isometric action. Given a ∈ X, let Γ a be the closure of Ga in γX, and let γ a : G → Γ a , g → ga be the induced G-ambit. Then γ a is a factor of the Roelcke compactification of G.
Proof. It is enough to show that the orbit map a : G → (X, U w,d ), g → ga is left and right uniformly continuous. Right uniform continuity follows from the fact that U w,d is motion equicontinuous. Now we show thatã : (G, U L ) → (X, U w,d ) is uniform. It is equivalent to show that f z •ã : (G, U L ) → R is uniformly continuous for every z ∈ X. Given ε > 0 choose U ∈ N e such that d(a, ua) < ε ∀u ∈ U. Then for every (g, u) ∈ G × U we have
proving the uniform continuity with respect to U L . Now let us recall a few facts about proximity relations (see, for example, [27] ) that will be used in the next section. If U is a uniformity on a space X (which we think of as a system of entourages on X), the proximity relation associated to U is a binary relation δ U between subsets of X, defined by:
For instance, if (X, d) is a metric space and δ w,d denotes the proximity relation associated to the d-weak uniformity on X, then for any A, B ⊆ X we have Aδ w,d B if and only if for every ε > 0 and every finite set
Remark 2.6.
Let X be a G-space and let β G : X → β G X be the corresponding greatest equivariant compactification. Let U G denote the trace on X of the unique compatible uniformity on the compact space β G X. A family of basic entourages of U G is given by the sets of the form
where ε > 0 and F ⊆ RUC G (X) is a finite subset. Let δ G denote the proximity relation associated to U G . Then for every A, B ⊆ X we have:
This follows easily from the definition of RUC functions.
We end this section with a characterization of the Gromov compactification for the spheres in Hilbert spaces. 
On the other hand we have the precompact uniformity U w,d of the Gromov compactification of (S H , d) with a uniform subbase generated by the system of pseudometrics
Now observe that d z and ρ z are uniformly equivalent on S H . Indeed, for z, u, v ∈ S H we have:
Conversely:
Equivariant compactifications of Urysohn-like spaces
We begin with the definition of two auxiliary notions, the first of which will be investigated further in Section 5.
Below, B δ (x) denotes the ball {y ∈ X : d(x, y) < δ} and N e stands, as before, for the set of open neighborhoods of the identity in a group G. Definition 3.1. Let G be a topological group and (X, d) be a metric space. Given an action G X, we say the action is:
Metrically achievable (MA) if for every ε > 0 and U ∈ N e there exist a finite subset F ⊆ X and δ > 0 such that, for every x, y ∈ X,
Theorem 3.2. Let (X, d) be a metric space and G X be a continuous isometric action of a topological group G. Suppose that the action is (UWMT) and (MA). Then the greatest G-compactification of X is just the Gromov compactification of (X, d) (that is, β G = γ up to equivalence).
Proof. We have to show that β G is a factor of γ. As in Remark 2.6, let δ G be the proximity relation associated to the uniformity U G induced on X by the greatest equivariant compactification β G . Let, on the other hand, δ w,d be the proximity relation associated to the d-weak uniformity U w,d . It is enough to show that
for every pair of subsets A, B ⊆ X. Indeed, since U G is totally bounded, this implies that U G is coarser than the precompact replica of U w,d . Hence there is a continuous map from γX (the Samuel compactification of U w,d ) to β G X which is the identity on X. This gives the desired factor map.
So suppose that Aδ w,d B.
Proof: Let ε > 0 and U ∈ N e , and choose a corresponding finite set F ⊆ X and δ > 0 as given by property (MA) . Since Aδ w,d B, there exist a ∈ A, b ∈ B such that |d(z, a) − d(z, b)| < δ for every z ∈ F . Hence, by (MA), there is g ∈ U such that d(ga, b) < ε. This proves Claim 1.
Proof: If not, then as per Remark 2.6 there exists U ∈ N e such that UA ∩ UB = ∅.
Let us now recall some standard definitions and variants. Here we consider only metric spaces; see Definition 4.6 for the case of richer structures. Definition 3.3 (See, for example, [36, 28, 25] ). Let (X, d) be a metric space.
(1) (X, d) is ultrahomogeneous if every partial isometry p : A → B between finite subsets A, B ⊆ X can be extended to an isometry g : X → X. (2) Let G ≤ Iso(X) be a subgroup of the group of isometries of X. We will say that (X, d) is approximately G-ultrahomogeneous if for every ε > 0 and every partial isometry p :
be the diameter of (X, d). We say (X, d) is finitely injective if for every pair of finite metric spaces K ⊆ L with diameter less or equal to diam(X), and every isometric embedding φ : K → X, there exists an isometric embedding Φ : L → X that extends φ.
Remark 3.4. Every (not necessarily separable) metric space with diameter ≤ 1 can be isometrically embedded into a finitely injective ultrahomogeneous metric space (with the same topological weight) with diameter ≤ 1 ; see Uspenskij [36, Thm. 5.1].
Theorem 3.5. Let (X, d) be a metric space and G ≤ Iso(X) be a group of isometries, endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. Suppose (X, d) is finitely injective and approximately G-ultrahomogeneous. Then the greatest equivariant compactification of the G-space X is the Gromov compactification of (X, d).
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 it is enough to show that the natural action G X is (MA) and (UWMT). We first show that the action is (MA) (Definition 3.1). Let U = {g ∈ G : d(ga, a) < ε ∀a ∈ A} ∈ N e be the neighborhood determined by some 0 < ε < diam(X) and some finite subset A ⊆ X. It is enough to find δ > 0 and a finite subset F ⊆ X such that if (a) |d(x, z) − d(y, z)| < δ ∀z ∈ F then there exists g ∈ G such that d(gy, x) < ε and d(gz, z) < ε ∀z ∈ F .
We choose F = A and any 0 < δ < ε/2. Let x, y ∈ X satisfy (a). We can suppose, in addition, that
y) < ε and we simply take g = e.
Let K = F ∪ {x}. We consider an expansion L = K ∪ {y ′ } of the finite metric space K by a new point y ′ such that:
To see that L is a metric space, it suffices to check the triangle inequalities:
The right-hand side inequality is equivalent to d(x, z) − d(y, z) ≤ δ, which is true by our assumption (a). As to the left-hand side inequality, its one half is again just (a). The second half can be written as δ − d(y, z) ≤ d(x, z) which is true by (b).
Since (X, d) is finitely injective and diam(L) ≤ diam(X), we can assume that y ′ belongs to X. Now, the map
Next we prove that the action is (UWMT). We have to show that for every ǫ > 0 and finite subset F ⊆ X there is δ > 0 such that for every x, y ∈ X with d(x, y) < δ and every η > 0 there exists g ∈ G with the property that d(gx, y) < η and d(gz, z) < ǫ for every z ∈ F .
We claim that we may choose δ = ε/2.
This defines indeed a finite metric space L of diameter less than diam(X) which contains K as a metric subspace. Since (X, d) is finitely injective, we may assume the points z ′ i exist in X. Take x, y ∈ X with d(x, y) < δ = ε/2 and let η > 0. By approximate ultrahomogeneity, there exists g ∈ G which extends the partial isometry
Hence g is as required.
The Urysohn space, U, is the unique (up to isometry) Polish, finitely injective metric space of infinite diameter. It is ultrahomogeneous and universal for Polish metric spaces (i.e., every Polish metric space embeds in U), and in fact is also characterized up to isometry by the conjunction of these two properties; see [36, 33] . By a result of Uspenskij [34] , the isometry group Iso(U), endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence, is a universal Polish topological group.
The diameter 1 version of the Urysohn space, the Urysohn sphere, U 1 , is the unique Polish, finitely injective metric space of diameter 1. It is also characterized by being ultrahomogeneous and universal for Polish (or just finite) metric spaces of diameter 1. Its isometry group Iso(U 1 ), with the pointwise convergence topology, is a universal Polish group which is moreover Roelcke precompact; see [36] .
The Urysohn sphere and the Urysohn space are the main particular cases of Theorem 3.5 (because these metric spaces are finitely injective and ultrahomogeneous).
Theorem 3.6. Let U 1 be the Urysohn sphere. Then the greatest equivariant compactification of the G-space U 1 with G = Iso(U 1 ) is the Gromov compactification of U 1 . In particular, β G (U 1 ) is metrizable and the algebra RUC G (U 1 ) is just the closed algebra generated by the set Proof. Let ν : X → K be a G-equivariant compactification, and suppose there are x, y ∈ U 1 with d(x, y) = r > 0 and ν(x) = ν(y). By approximate G-ultrahomogeneity and equivariance, we have ν(x ′ ) = ν(y ′ ) for every two points x ′ , y ′ ∈ U 1 at distance r. Now let 0 ≤ s ≤ diam(X). It is easy to construct a finite metric space {x 0 , . . . , x n } such that d(x i , x i+1 ) = r for each i < n and d(x n , x 0 ) = s. By finite injectivity, we may assume that the x i are elements of X. It follows that ν(x i ) = ν(x i+1 ) for each i < n, and thus ν(x 0 ) = ν(x n ). As before, this implies that any two points at distance s have equal image under ν. We conclude that the compactification is trivial.
On the other hand, there are non-proper compactifications of U 1 ; see Example 4.8.4. Question 3.9.
Describe all G-compactifications of the Urysohn sphere U 1 , where G = Iso(U 1 ).
A common approach for separably categorical structures
In this section we work in the setting of continuous logic, as presented in [9] or [5] . For ease of exposition we will consider only relational languages, but everything below holds in the general case. A metric structure is thus a complete, bounded metric space M together with distinguished real-valued predicates-which are the interpretations for the symbols of the given language. The definable predicates of the structure M-which correspond to interpretations of formulas-are functions M n → R obtained from the basic predicates and the metric through continuous combinations, quantification (i.e., taking suprema or infima with respect to given variables) and uniform limits. We admit that definable predicates may depend on infinitely many variables, that is, n ≤ ω. A definable predicate of M is always bounded and uniformly continuous with respect to the product uniformity on M n (which is the one induced, for instance, by the distance d(x, y) = i<n 2 −i d(x i , y i )).
Let M be a metric structure in this sense, and let G = Aut(M) be its automorphism group, i.e., the group of invertible isometries of M that preserve the distinguished predicates. We endow G with the topology of pointwise convergence induced by its natural action on M. Thus G acts continuously on M, and also on the powers M n via the diagonal action. If ϕ : M n → R is any definable predicate, then ϕ(ga) = ϕ(a) for every g ∈ Aut(G) and a ∈ M n .
Henceforth we see M as an isometric G-space. We consider the following closed G-invariant subalgebras of RUC G (M):
• The algebra Gro(M) generated by the functions x → d(x, b) for b ∈ M (we recall that the metric on M is bounded). As is easy to see, we always have the inclusions:
Hence we can refine the question of whether γ M = β M G (i.e., Gro(M) = RUC G (M)) for a given structure M by asking whether the equality holds in each of the former inclusions. Moreover, a number of model-theoretic tools are available for the description of the algebra Def(M) in many concrete, interesting cases.
This analysis is particularly useful in the case of separably categorical structures. We recall that M is separably categorical (or ℵ 0 -categorical ) if it is the unique separable model of its first-order theory, up to isomorphism. The following was observed in On the other hand, suppose G is any first-countable topological group, fix a leftinvariant metric d L , and let L be the completion of G with respect to d L . Then, by choosing an appropriate language, one can see L as a metric structure in such a way that G = Aut(L); see [26, §3] . When we see L as an isometric G-space via the natural left action G L, we have a canonical isomorphism between the algebras RUC u G (L) and UC(G) (the restriction map). This suggests that, for a general structure M, the algebra RUC u G (M) is in some sense an analogue of the algebra UC(G).
From this viewpoint, the conclusion in Proposition 4.1 seems natural, and the question was not considered in [17] as to whether it was optimal. However, as we observe next, one can actually prove that Def(M) = RUC G (M).
We recall from [7] that M being separably categorical is equivalent to saying that the action G M is approximately oligomorphic, which means that the quotients M n G are compact for each n < ω (equivalently, for n = ω). Here, the quotient M n G is the space of closed orbits {Ga : a ∈ M n } endowed with the metric
where we have fixed beforehand some G-invariant compatible metric d on M n (such as the one mentioned earlier). Following model-theoretic terminology, we call the closed orbit Ga of a tuple a ∈ M n the type (over ∅) of a, and we denote it by tp(a).
. Then there exist ǫ > 0 and sequences a n , b n ∈ M such that d(a n , b n ) → 0 and |f (a n ) − f (b n )| ≥ ǫ for every n. Choose an open neighborhood 1 ∈ U ⊆ G such that sup x∈M |f (gx) − f (x)| < ǫ/4 for every g ∈ U. We may assume that U = {g ∈ G : d(gm, m) < δ} for some finite tuple m ∈ M k and some δ > 0.
Consider the types tp(a n m) and tp(b n m) in M 1+k G. Up to passing to some subsequences, we may assume that they converge to some types p and q, respectively. Moreover, since d(a n , b n ) → 0, we have p = q. Now take c ∈ M and m ′ ∈ M k such that p = tp(cm ′ ). Since tp(m ′ ) = tp(m), we may assume that d(m, m ′ ) < δ/2.
Since f is continuous, there is η > 0 such that |f (c ′ ) − f (c)| < ǫ/4 whenever d(c ′ , c) < η. We may assume that η < δ/2. Take n such that d(tp(a n m), p) < η and d(tp(b n m), p) < η. Thus there exist g, h ∈ G satisfying d(g(a n m), cm ′ ) < η and d(h(b n m), cm ′ ) < η. In particular, d(gm, m) < d(gm, m ′ ) + d(m ′ , m) < δ, so g ∈ U. It follows that |f (a n ) − f (ga
Let us recall also from [7] that the automorphism groups of separably categorical structures are precisely, up to isomorphism, the Roelcke precompact Polish groups, i.e., those Polish groups for which the Roelcke uniformity is totally bounded. In fact, if G is Polish and Roelcke precompact, the action of G on its left completion L is approximately oligomorphic. Hence, when seen as a metric structure, L is indeed separably categorical. We derive the following. The Gelfand space of the algebra Def(M) is known as the space of 1-types over M, and is denoted by S 1 (M). We have proved: 
Thus the maximal equivariant compactification of the system Aut(M)
M can be identified with the space S 1 (M) of 1-types over M, and is in particular metrizable.
For the metrizability, we recall that if M is a separable structure in a countable language, the algebra Def(M) is separable: it is generated by the functions of the form x → ϕ(x, b) where ϕ(x, y) varies over the countable set of finitary, restricted formulas of M (see [5, §6] ), and b varies over a countable dense set of tuples of M |y| (where |y| is the length of the tuple of variables y, which varies with ϕ). On the other hand, for an ℵ 0 -categorical structure we may always assume that the language is countable, because the type spaces over ∅ are second countable (they can be identified with the quotients M n G).
Next In general, arbitrary definable predicates can be difficult to understand. A more tractable algebra is Def qf (M), the subset of Def(M) given by those predicates defined by quantifier-free formulas. In other words, Def qf (M) is the closed algebra generated by the atomic definable predicates, i.e., the functions of the form
where b ∈ M n is any tuple and P : M × M n → R is either the metric of M (thus n = 1) or one of the distinguished basic predicates of M (possibly precomposed with a reordering and/or repetition of the variable x). Hence we have:
In many interesting examples, M has quantifier elimination, meaning that every formula is equivalent to a quantifier-free formula, and thus Def qf (M) = Def(M). It is usually easier to check the following conditions: Definition 4.6. A metric structure M is ultrahomogeneous if every partial isomorphism p : A → B between finite subsets A, B ⊆ M can be extended to an automorphism of M. It is approximately ultrahomogeneous if for every such partial isomorphism and every ε > 0 there is g ∈ Aut(M) such that d(pa, ga) < ε for all a ∈ A.
As is well-known, a separably categorical structure has quantifier elimination if and only if it is approximately ultrahomogeneous. Indeed, every ℵ 0 -categorical structure is approximately homogeneous ([5, Cor. 12.11]), so under quantifier elimination it becomes approximately ultrahomogeneous. Conversely, approximate ultrahomogeneity implies that the projection from each type space S n (∅) ≃ M n G to the quantifier-free type space S qf n (∅) is injective, yielding quantifier elimination. Under quantifier elimination, an elementary self-embedding of M is just a selfembedding, i.e., an isometry σ : M → M that preserves the basic distinguished predicates of M. In conclusion: Next we review the fundamental examples, including some discrete ones. All Banach spaces that we consider are over the reals, except in the case of Hilbert spaces, which we consider both over R and over C. (1) Let X be either a countable set with no further structure, or a countable infinite-dimensional vector space over a finite field F q , in each case endowed with the {0, 1}-valued metric. These are ℵ 0 -categorical, ultrahomogeneous structures. In both cases, the atomic definable predicates boil down to characteristic functions of elements of X. Let G = Sym(X) or G = GL Fq (X) be the corresponding automorphism group. It follows that β G equals γ and is just the one-point compactification of X. For G = Sym(X), this is the only non-trivial equivariant compactification of X.
(2) Let R be the Rado graph-a countable ultrahomogeneous graph containing a copy of every finite graph-, which is ℵ 0 -categorical. We may endow it with the graph distance: for R this means that if a = b, d(a, b) = 1 if a and b are adjacent and d(a, b) = 2 otherwise. Since the adjacency relation is coded by the metric, we can deduce that the maximal equivariant compactification of R is the Gromov compactification of (R, d) .
Moreover, β G R can be identified with R ∪ {1, 2} R , where a base B for the topology is given as follows: for each p ∈ {1, 2} A defined on a finite subset A ⊆ R, let
then B is the collection of all singletons of elements of R, the empty set, and all sets of the form B p .
(3) The unit sphere S ℓ 2 of the Hilbert space ℓ 2 (N), with the inner product as only distinguished predicate (or, in the complex case, its real and imaginary parts), is ℵ 0 -categorical and ultrahomogeneous. Since x − b = (2 − 2 Re x, b ) 1/2 (and Im x, b = Re x, ib ), we see that RUC G (S ℓ 2 ) is the closed algebra generated by the functions x → Re x, b for b ∈ S ℓ 2 . Conversely, by the polarization identity, RUC G (S ℓ 2 ) is also generated by the functions x → x − b for b ∈ S ℓ 2 . Hence Gro(S ℓ 2 ) = RUC G (S ℓ 2 ). Taking into account Proposition 2.7, this recovers Stoyanov's result mentioned in Example 1.1.
(4) The Urysohn sphere U 1 is an ℵ 0 -categorical, ultrahomogeneous metric space. It follows that Gro(U 1 ) = RUC G (U 1 ), giving an alternative proof of Theorem 3.6.
Every Katětov function ξ ∈ K(U 1 ) induces a one-point metric extension X = U 1 ∪ {a ′ } of U 1 by setting d(a ′ , x) = ξ(x) for every x ∈ U 1 . By universality of the Urysohn sphere, X embeds in a copy U ′ 1 of U 1 . In other words, we have U 1 ⊆ X ⊆ U ′ 1 and an isomorphism σ ′ : U ′ 1 → U 1 . Letting a = σ ′ (a ′ ) and σ = σ ′ | U 1 , we see that we can write ξ in the form ξ a,σ : x → d(a, σx) of Corollary 4.7. We conclude that β G U 1 = K(U 1 ).
From this description it is easy to produce other non-trivial compactifications of U 1 , both proper and non-proper (though necessarily injective, by Proposition 3.8). Indeed, given 0 < λ < 1, let α λ and α λ be the continuous maps from K(U 1 ) into itself defined by: α λ (ξ) = max(λ, ξ), α λ (ξ) = min(λ, ξ).
Let also K λ = α λ (K(U 1 )) and K λ = α λ (K(U 1 )), and consider the composite maps:
Then ν λ and ν λ are non-trivial compactifications of U 1 , different from β U 1 G . Moreover, ν λ is proper, whereas ν λ is non-proper. To see the latter, note that (by finite injectivity) for any x, z 1 , . . . , z n ∈ U 1 there is y ∈ U 1 such that d(x, y) = λ and d(y, z i ) = max(λ, d(x, z i )) for each i = 1, . . . , n; thus one can construct a sequence (y n ) such that ν λ (y n ) → ν λ (x) but y n / ∈ B λ (x) for all n.
(5) Now we consider approximately ultrahomogeneous, separably categorical Banach spaces-by which we mean that the unit sphere (or, equivalently, the unit ball) with the induced structure is separably categorical. Other than the Hilbert space, the main examples are the Gurarij space G and the spaces L p [0, 1] for p / ∈ 2N. (The spaces L 2n [0, 1] for natural n > 1 are ℵ 0 -categorical but not approximately ultrahomogeneous.) For the Gurarij space we refer to [6] . For the L p spaces, ℵ 0 -categoricity can be deduced from the fact that they are reducts of the L p Banach lattices, which are ℵ 0 -categorical as per [5, Fact 17.6 ] (see also [10, Thm. 3] ); for approximate ultrahomogeneity we point to [15] and the references therein.
Our analysis yields the following.
Theorem 4.9. Let V be an ℵ 0 -categorical, approximately ultrahomogeneous Banach space, G its linear isometry group and S V its unit sphere. Then: (1) The algebra RUC G (S V ) is generated by the family of functions
The greatest equivariant compactification β G (S V ) is metrizable and can be identified with the space of Katětov functions ξ ∈ K(V ) of the form
where w ∈ S V and σ : V → V is an isometric endomorphism. More precisely, ξ w,σ is identified with the unique element of the Gelfand dual of RUC(S G ) that maps each f v to ξ w,σ (v).
Proof. The basic predicates of S V as a metric structure are of the form n i=1 λ i x i for scalars λ i . Hence, the atomic definable predicates boil down to the functions We remark that the Katětov functions ξ : V → R of the form ξ = ξ w,σ as in the theorem are always normalized (in the sense that ξ(0) = 1) and convex. We will denote by K 1 C (V ) the compact set of normalized, convex Katětov function on the Banach space V .
Example 4.10.
Let us consider, in more details, the case of the Gurarij space V = G, the unique separable, approximately ultrahomogeneous real Banach space that is universal for finite-dimensional (or separable) normed spaces.
We show first that β G (S G ) = K 1 C (G). For this we proceed as in the case of the Urysohn sphere. If V is an arbitrary Banach space and ξ ∈ K 1 C (V ) then, as shown by Ben Yaacov in [3, Lemma 1.2], one can construct a Banach space V ′ extending V with a vector w ′ ∈ V ′ such that ξ(v) = w ′ − v for all v ∈ V . Now suppose ξ ∈ K 1 C (G) and choose V ′ , w ′ with these properties. The extension V ′ , which we may assume generated by V and w ′ , is separable, so by universality of the Gurarij space it embeds in a copy G ′ of G. We let σ ′ : G ′ → G be an isomorphism and set w = σ ′ (w ′ ) and σ = σ ′ | G . Then w ∈ S G , σ is an isometric endomorphism of G, and ξ = ξ w,σ . By Theorem 4.9, this establishes our claim.
Next we show that Gro(S G ) is strictly contained in RUC G (S G ). For this it suffices to exhibit two distinct ξ, ξ ′ ∈ K 1 C (G) that agree on the sphere. Note that if h : R ≥0 → R is a convex, 1-Lipschitz function with h(0) = 1 and h(r) ≥ r for all r ∈ R, then the formula ξ(v) = h( v ) defines a normalized convex Katětov function on G. Hence, for instance, by considering h(r) = max{1, r} and h ′ (r) = r+(1−2r)χ [0,1/2] (r), we get two distinct elements ξ, ξ ′ ∈ β G (S G ) whose projections to the Gromov compactification coincide, as desired.
We single out the last conclusion, which answers one of the questions set by Pestov in [29] . By Theorem 4.4, the metrizability of the greatest equivariant compactification also holds for the unit spheres S p of the Banach spaces V p = L p [0, 1] for 1 ≤ p < ∞. In the reflexive case p > 1 (p = 2), it is asked in [29] whether this maximal compactification is given by the natural inclusion ν p : S p → B w p of the unit sphere into the unit ball endowed with the weak topology.
Note that if V is a reflexive Banach space and B w V denotes its unit ball with the weak topology, then S V → B w V is a G-equivariant compactification (the action of G = Aut(V ) on B w V is continuous). On the other hand, if V is a uniformly convex Banach space, then the weak and the norm topologies coincide on the sphere. In particular, for 1 < p < ∞, the map ν p : S p → B w p is a proper equivariant compactification of S p .
Theorem 4.12. Let 1 < p < ∞, p = 2. Then the Gromov compactification of S p is not a factor of ν p : S p → B w p . In particular, ν p is neither the maximal equivariant nor the Gromov compactification of S p .
Proof. We consider the Banach space W = L p ([0, 2] × [0, 1]), and we identify V p = L p [0, 1] with the subspace V ⊆ W of p-integrable functions x : [0, 2] × [0, 1] → R with support contained in [0, 1] × [0, 1] that are measurable with respect to the first coordinate. That is,
Hence we also identify the unit sphere S p of V p with the unit sphere S V of V .
The inclusion V ⊆ W (when restricted to the corresponding spheres, or balls, according to the choice of formalization) is an elementary embedding of Banach spaces in the sense of continuous logic. Indeed, we can see it as an embedding in the richer language of normed vector lattices. Then, since the theory of atomless L p Banach lattices has quantifier elimination (see [5, Fact 17.5] ), this is an elementary embedding of Banach lattices, and thus also of Banach spaces.
Let w and w ′ be the elements of W defined as follows:
We have w = w ′ = 1. Let us consider the types ξ = tp(w/S V ) and ξ ′ = tp(w ′ /S V ) in the structure W , which can also be seen as types in the structure V since the inclusion V ⊆ W is elementary. In view of Theorem 4.4, we can also see ξ and ξ ′ as elements of the compactification β G (S V ). Let π γ : β G (S V ) → γ(S V ) and π ν : β G (S V ) → B w p be the canonical projections onto the compactifications γS V and B w p . We claim that π γ (ξ) = π γ (ξ ′ ) and that π ν (ξ) = π ν (ξ ′ ). This then implies the theorem.
To see that 1] , and the
whereas ξ ′ (f v ) = w ′ − v = 2 1/p , and these values are distinct since p = 2. To see that π ν (ξ) = π ν (ξ ′ ), we first note that the algebra of RUC functions on S p corresponding to the compactification ν p is generated by the functions h z : x → x, z , where z ∈ L q [0, 1], 1/p + 1/q = 1, and x, z = 1 0 xz is the canonical pairing. We see the functions h z as RUC functions on S V . As such, each h z is a definable predicate of the structure V , and thus also of the elementary extension W . In fact, as a predicate on W , h z is given by h z (x) = xz, where the integral is calculated over [0, 2] × [0, 1] andz is the functionz(t 1 , t 2 ) = z(t 1 )χ [0,1] (t 1 ). It follows that ξ(h z ) = wz = 0 = w ′z = ξ ′ (h z ) for every z ∈ L q [0, 1]. This shows that π ν (ξ) = π ν (ξ ′ ), and finishes the proof.
On the other hand, we do not know whether β Sp G = γ Sp , but this boils down to the first of the following questions, at least when p / ∈ 2N. Following [29] , we have focused on the unit spheres of Banach spaces. In the natural examples, the isometric actions on the spheres have the nice feature of being topologically transitive (thus, minimal). However, one may also consider the actions on the unit balls, as isometric G-spaces. In that case, some problems get easier. If V is a separably categorical, approximately ultrahomogeneous Banach space and B V is its unit ball (seen as an isometric G-space for G = Aut(V )), our analysis shows that to prove Gro(B V ) = RUC G (B V ) it suffices to check that the functions
As pointed out to us by I. Ben Yaacov, this is easily verified for the unit balls of the L p spaces, as follows. Proof. Any v ∈ V p can be written as v = n i=1 v i where v i ∈ B p and the supports of the v i are disjoint (for some given representatives v i : [0, 1] → R). Hence, for every
For the unit ball B G of the Gurarij space the situation is different. Note that, proceeding as in Theorem 4.9 and Example 4.10, the maximal equivariant compactification of B G can be identified with the set K ≤1 C (G) of convex Katětov functions ξ : G → R such that ξ(0) ≤ 1. Proof. As in Example 4.10, it suffices find two distinct convex, 1-Lipschitz functions h 1 , h 2 : R ≥0 → R such that h i (0) ≤ 1, h i (r) ≥ r and h 1 (r) = h 2 (r) for all r ≤ 1. We can take h 1 (r) = 1 + r and h 2 (r) = (1 + r)χ [0,1) (r) + 2χ [1, 2) 
Finally, one can ask about the complexity of the Gromov compactification and of the maximal equivariant compactification of isometric systems in terms of the dynamical hierarchy of Banach representations, in the sense of [16] . Combining the results of [17] with our previous analysis, one can see for example that every tame function on the Urysohn sphere is constant, and hence that the Gromov compactification of U 1 admits only trivial equivariant representations on Rosenthal Banach spaces. Several results of this kind about dynamical properties of β G M (i.e., S 1 (M)) for concrete ℵ 0 -categorical structures M can be deduced from [17] .
On uniform micro-transitivity
A fundamental theorem proved by Effros in [14] , sometimes called the Open Mapping Principle or the Effros Microtransitivity Theorem, asserts that if G X is a transitive continuous action of a Polish group G on a Polish space X, and x ∈ X is any point, then the orbit map g ∈ G → gx ∈ X is open. In other words, for every x ∈ X and every U ∈ N e (G) the set Ux is a neighborhood of x. Ancel [2] coined the term micro-transitive for an action with this property.
The theorem actually gives an equivalence.
Theorem (Effros) . Let G X be a transitive, continuous action of a Polish group on a separable, metrizable space X. The following conditions are equivalent:
In this section we wish to investigate a uniform version of the micro-transitivity property, along with a weak variant. Let us (re)introduce all the definitions. We phrase them in the setting of metric spaces, although they make sense for arbitrary topological or uniform spaces, according to the case.
Definition 5.1. Let us say that a continuous action G X of a topological group G on a metric space (X, d) is:
(1) Micro-transitive, if for every x ∈ X and U ∈ N e there is δ > 0 such that
It is clear that the weak variants are implied by the corresponding strong versions. For actions of Polish groups on Polish spaces the converse is true. In fact, passing from weak micro-transitivity to micro-transitivity is the main step in Ancel's proof of Effros' theorem; see [2, Lemma 4] . Below we will give an easier, standard argument for this implication using Effros' theorem, which we learned from T. Tsankov.
So the main new notion is that of uniform micro-transitivity. 2 Of course, for transitive isometric actions of SIN groups (i.e., containing a basis of conjugation-invariant neighborhoods of the identity), the uniform version is equivalent to the standard one. Note that a topological group is SIN if and only if its left and right uniform structures coincide (see [30, Prop. 2.17] ).
Examples 5.2.
(1) The group G = GL 2 (R), being a locally compact Polish group, admits a leftinvariant, complete metric d L (see [30, Prop. 8.8] ). Let (X, d) = (G, d L ).
Then the natural left action G X is a transitive, isometric action of a Polish group on a Polish metric space which is not UMT. Indeed, if it were UMT then the right uniformity on G would be coarser than the uniformity of d L (see Proposition 5.7 below), hence G would be SIN, which is not (see [30, p. 45-46] ).
(2) The system U(ℓ 2 ) S ℓ 2 is uniformly micro-transitive. In fact, it is not difficult to see that the action is micro-transitive for the finer topology on U(ℓ 2 ) given by the operator norm, which is SIN (but not Polish). On the other hand, the diagonal actions U(ℓ 2 ) (S ℓ 2 ) n for n ≥ 2, or the action on the unit ball U(ℓ 2 ) B ℓ 2 , are not UMT. (3) The action Iso(U 1 ) U 1 is UMT, and so are all the diagonal actions Iso(U 1 ) (U 1 ) n for n < ω. Moreover, the actions (Iso(U 1 ), d u ) (U 1 ) n are UMT, where d u denotes the metric of uniform convergence (defined by d u (g, h) = sup z∈U 1 d(gz, hz)), which is bi-invariant (thus SIN) and refines the topology of pointwise convergence. This is implied by the following proposition. Proposition 5.3. Denote G = Iso(U 1 ). Suppose ǫ > 0 and x, y ∈ (U 1 ) n are such that Gx = Gy and d(x i , y i ) ≤ ǫ for each i = 1, . . . , n. Then there is g ∈ G such that gx i = y i for each i = 1, . . . , n and d(gz, z) ≤ ǫ for every z ∈ U 1 .
Proof. Fix ε, n and x i , y i as in the statement. We claim that for a given z ∈ U 1 we can find g ∈ G such that gx i = y i for each i and d(gz, z) ≤ ǫ. Then the proposition follows from a standard back-and-forth argument.
By finite injectivity and ultrahomogeneity, to prove the claim it suffices to show that the finite metric space F = {x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y n , z} can be extended to a metric space F ′ = F ∪ {z ′ } of diameter at most 1 such that d(z ′ , y i ) = d(z, x i ) for each i, and d(z ′ , z) ≤ ǫ. Such an extension can be obtained by setting:
A one-by-one inspection shows that all triangles inequalities are satisfied.
We have already considered uniform weak micro-transitivity in Section 3, were it proved useful to establish Gro(X) = RUC G (X) for Urysohn-like spaces. On the other hand, in Section 4 we pointed to the importance of the intermediate equation
is the algebra of RUC functions that are uniformly continuous with respect to the metric of X. We now observe the following.
Proposition 5.4. Let (X, d) be a metric space and let G X be a continuous isometric action. Suppose the action is topologically transitive and UWMT. Then RUC u G (X) = RUC G (X). Proof. We have Gx = X for all x. If f ∈ RUC G (X), a straightforward combination of the property defining RUC, the uniform condition B δ (x) ⊆ Ux, and the continuity of f , yields that f is uniformly continuous with respect to the metric of X.
In Section 4 we showed that every separably categorical structure M under the action of its automorphism group satisfies RUC u G (M) = RUC G (M). One may then ask whether every topologically transitive ℵ 0 -structure is UWMT.
The answer is negative, because, as we mentioned before, a weakly micro-transitive Polish action is necessarily micro-transitive, and for isometric systems this implies in turn that all orbits are closed (see Lemma 5.5 below). Thus, for instance, a topologically transitive, non-transitive ℵ 0 -categorical structure (e.g., the unit sphere of the Gurarij space or of the L p spaces for p = 2) cannot be UWMT. Nevertheless, we will see that this is the only obstruction: a transitive ℵ 0 -categorical structure is uniformly micro-transitive.
Given a system G X, let us say that a point x ∈ X is (weakly) generic if for every
Lemma 5.5. Let G X be a continuous action of a Polish group on a Polish metric space. Given x ∈ X, the following are equivalent:
(1) Gx is non-meager in its closure.
(2) Gx is comeager in its closure. (3) x is generic. (4) x is weakly generic. In particular, if the action isometric and (weakly) micro-transitive then every orbit is closed.
Proof. The implications (1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (3) follow from Effros' theorem, and (3) ⇒ (4) is clear. We show (4) ⇒ (1). Suppose that x is weakly generic and Gx ⊆ n∈N F n , where the F n ⊆ Gx are closed. Consider the orbit map π : G → X, g → gx. Then G = n∈N π −1 (F n ), and as G is Polish there are n and an open set U ⊆ G such that U ⊆ π −1 (F n ). Hence Ux ⊆ F n , and by weak genericity of x we see that F n has non-empty interior relative to Gx. This shows that Gx is non-meager in Gx.
If the action is isometric and weakly micro-transitive, and y ∈ Gx, then Gx and Gy are comeager subsets of Gx = Gy, whence Gx = Gy. Thus every orbit is closed.
Proposition 5.6. Let G and X be Polish and G X be a continuous action. If the action is UWMT, then it is UMT.
Proof. If the action is UWMT then every point is weakly generic, and in fact generic by the previous lemma. Let U ∈ N e and choose V ∈ N e such that V −1 V ⊆ U. By UWMT, there is δ > 0 such that B δ (x) ∩ Gx ⊆ V x for every x ∈ X. Now let x ∈ X be arbitrary and take y ∈ B δ (x) ∩ Gx. Since y is generic, there is δ ′ > 0 such that B δ ′ (y) ∩ Gy ⊆ V y. Since y ∈ V x, there is v ∈ V such that d(y, vx) < δ ′ , and as y ∈ Gx, we have vx ∈ B δ ′ (y) ∩ Gy. Hence there is v ′ ∈ V with vx = v ′ y, so y ∈ V −1 V x ⊆ Ux. We conclude that B δ (x) ∩ Gx ⊆ Ux, and that the action is UMT.
From now on we will concentrate on transitive systems. If G is a topological group, G X is a transitive action and x ∈ X is any point, we can consider the quotient uniformity on X induced by the orbit map (G, U R ) → X, g → gx. A basis of entourages is given by the sets {(gx, ugx) : g ∈ G, u ∈ U} where U ∈ N e (G) (see [28, p. 128]), which shows that the quotient uniformity does not depend on the choice of the point x. We call it the right uniformity on X and denote it by U X R . If the action G X is continuous and G and X are Polish, then the right uniformity on X is compatible. We may also remark that a bounded function f : X → R is in RUC G (X) precisely if it is uniformly continuous with respect to U X R . Hence, the compact replica of U X R is the uniformity U G defined in Remark 2.6. We recall that a map π : (Y, U Y ) → (Z, U Z ) between uniform spaces is uniformly open if for every entourage ε ∈ U Y there is δ ∈ U Z such that B δ (π(y)) ⊆ π(B ε (y)) for every y ∈ Y -where B ε (y) = {y ′ ∈ Y : (y, y ′ ) ∈ ε}, and similarly for B δ (z).
Proposition 5.7. Let G X be a transitive, continuous action of a Polish group G on a Polish metric space (X, d). The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The action is UMT. (2) For any x ∈ X, the orbit map (G, U R ) → (X, d), g → gx is uniformly open.
(3) The right uniformity on X is coarser than the uniformity of d. (4) Every G-equivariant compactification ν : X → K is d-uniform. (5) RUC u G (X) = RUC G (X). Proof. The basic entourages of (G, U R ) are of the form ε U = {(g, ug) : g ∈ G, u ∈ U} for U ∈ N e . Hence (B ε U (g))x = Ugx, and we see that (2) is just a rephrasing of UMT, because the action is transitive. UMT can also be phrased as saying that for every U ∈ N e there is δ > 0 such that {(y, z) ∈ X 2 : d(y, z) < δ} ⊆ {(gx, ugx) ∈ X 2 : g ∈ G, u ∈ U}, which is precisely (3). On the other hand, (3) implies that the G-compactifications of X (which are always right uniformly continuous) are d-uniform, which in turn implies (5) because RUC functions factor through equivariant compactifications.
Finally, if RUC u G (X) = RUC G (X) then the compact replica U G of U X R is coarser than the uniformity of d. On the other hand, a metrizable uniformity on a set Z is finer than any other uniformity on Z with a coarser precompact replica; see [19, p. 27] . Hence the right uniformity on X is coarser than the uniformity of d.
We can deduce our claim about ℵ 0 -categorical structures.
Proposition 5.8. Let M be a separably categorical structure, G its automorphism group, and let a ∈ M n be a tuple such that the orbit Ga is closed. Then the action G Ga is uniformly micro-transitive.
Proof. Follows from Propositions 5.7 and 4.2.
We realize a posteriori that this proposition is essentially equivalent to a result of Ben Yaacov and Usvyatsov, which is phrased in purely model-theoretic terms: see Proposition 2.9 of [8] .
In fact, a slightly stronger result holds, which can be seen as a uniform Effros' theorem for isometric actions of Polish Roelcke precompact groups.
Theorem 5.9. Let G be a Polish Roelcke precompact group. Then every transitive, isometric, continuous action G X on a Polish metric space (X, d) is uniformly micro-transitive.
This can be deduced from Proposition 5.8 by seeing the space X as a metric imaginary sort of an ℵ 0 -categorical structure M such that G = Aut(M). Nevertheless, we provide a self-contained topological argument.
Proof. Let d L be a compatible left-invariant metric on G and let L be the completion of G with respect to d L . We will use the fact that if G is PRP, then the action G L is approximately oligomorphic (see the discussion and references in Section 4).
Let G X be as in the statement and let us fix a point x ∈ X. Since the action is isometric, the orbit map G → X, g → gx is left uniformly continuous and hence extends continuously to the map L → X, ξ → ξx.
If the action is not UMT, there are U ∈ N e and y n , z n ∈ X such that d(y n , z n ) → 0 but y n / ∈ Uz n for all n. We may assume U is of the form U = {g ∈ G : d L (g, e) < ǫ} for some ǫ > 0. Also, we can write y n = g n x and z n = h n x for some g n , h n ∈ G. Now, since the action G L is approximately oligomorphic, the quotient space L 3 G is compact. Thus by considering the sequence (g n , h n , e) ∈ L 3 , we see that there are f n ∈ G and ξ, ζ, χ ∈ L such that (f n g n , f n h n , f n ) → (ξ, ζ, χ).
It follows that f n y n → ξx and f n z n → ζx. Since d(y n , z n ) → 0 and the metric is G-invariant, we have ξx = ζx.
Let V = {g ∈ G : d L (gχ, χ) < ǫ/4}, which is open. By Effros' theorem, there is δ > 0 such that B δ (ξx) ⊆ V ξx. Now let n be large enough that f n y n ∈ B δ (ξx), f n z n ∈ B δ (ξx) and d L (f n , χ) < ǫ/4. Hence there are v, w ∈ V such that f n y n = vξx and f n z n = wξx. Letting u = f −1 n vw −1 f n , we have y n = uz n and d L (u, e) = d L (vw −1 f n , f n ) ≤ d L (vw −1 f n , vw −1 χ) + d L (vw −1 χ, χ) + d L (f n , χ)
≤ 2d L (f n , χ) + d L (vw −1 χ, vχ) + d L (vχ, χ) < ǫ.
Hence y n ∈ Uz n , a contradiction.
For more about transitive isometric actions of Polish Roelcke precompact groups, see Ben Yaacov's article [4, §5] .
We end by mentioning that all examples that we know of ℵ 0 -categorical structures M on which the automorphism group G acts transitively have the stronger property that the action (G, d u )
M is micro-transitive, where (G, d u ) denotes the group G endowed with the (bi-invariant) metric d u of uniform convergence: d u (g, h) = sup x∈M d(gx, hx). Note that d u induces precisely the upper uniformity U L ∨ U R on G.
The following problem, raised by T. Tsankov, is also closely related to the questions considered by I. Ben Yaacov in [4, §4] .
Question 5.10 (Tsankov).
Let M be an ℵ 0 -categorical structure such that the action G M of its automorphism group is transitive. Is the action (G, d u )
M necessarily micro-transitive?
